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The past century is marked for enonncus industrial and
scientifii. advances. Populations of big human animals have rushed
ahead. L:,ving standards are generally on the rise. So is
degradation of our Enviromnent.
In one century, we have seen the extinction of more species than
in the previous 2,000 years!
We here
confinns w1at
practices and
whales are on

all know the critical state of whales. Scientific data
in the future, unless whaling nations revise current
appetites in the whale fishery, eight species of great
the way to ultimate extinction.

We appreciate the actions of the Soviet Government voluntarily
agreeing to phase out the whaling for Fin Whales in the Antarctic, and
the fact that in three years there will be a moratoriwn on taking
Fin Whales. I would hope that our Soviet colleagues will ask their
Govermnent to reconsider their position in the rejection of the
agreement of the International Whaling Conmission regarding Minke
and Sperm Whales.
The tragedy, to which I alluded earlier, lies not in the extinction
of earth's largest living creatures. This obj ection is based on emotionalism.
The true tragedy lies in violent disruption of the great and complex marine
ecosystem.
Wnales are a point of pivotal :importance.
living thing, they feed on some of the smallest
whale is the key link of the marine ecosystem.
we remove the keystone of a great arch, and the
about -our heads.

.Although the largest
living things. The
Destroy the whale and
stones shall surely fall

The price -to htnnanity will be high.
Let us join together to resolve that this price is too high.
a needless price; it impoverishes us all.

It is

fur current practices lead to irreversible extinction of great
whale populations, environmental shock, and a bitter lesson for mankind.
Why can't we listen to our wisdom? ·Why can't we nuster our self
discipline? Why can't we serve our true best interests?
Why nust we have to learn only by destroYing?
Tom Kimball, Executive Vice President of the National Wildlife
Federation, and a public member of the U.S. Environment Delegation to
the U.S.S.R. last year, recently st3.ted, and I quote:
"satisfactory substitutes have been fOtmd for all whale products,
including lubricants, cosmetics, soap, paint, shoe polish, and margarine.
Mlch is ~ed for domestic pets -or for ranch mink. Though whale meat is
eaten in ~;l1all quantities by humans, the aIT'.ount of protein which it
contributes to the diet is, by any standard, insignificant, II Kimball
stated.
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